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0’00 0’08  Welcome to the part four of the Synacor Mail webinar, Operating Zimbra for Service Providers. 

0’08 0’22 1 Today our focus is going to be on some future direction that Synacor plans on taking the Zimbra product in terms of 
feature and functionality specifically for service providers. 

0’22 0’54 2 One of the key things that we found that is a necessary for large scale administration of Zimbra is better 
management tool than are shipped with Zimbra.  We’ve included in-house some enhanced command-line tools that 
merge the functionality of zmprov, zmmailbox, and zmlocalconfig tools into a single interface that is scriptable rather 
than just being static one-command tools. 
 
We’ve also included some enhancements that allow centralized management of per-host configuration data, 
specifically the Zimbra local config data.  And then, we also have tools centered around assisted automated mailbox 
rebalancing to move the heavier users between all the mail servers in the complex to provide equal user performance 
and a good user experience. 

0’54 2’45 3 And, as touched on our previous session, metrics are also a key  to our ability to run Zimbra at scale smoothly for a 
large number of customers. To that end, we’ve get some integration of log aggregation into our framework.  Our plan 
for a releasable product will probably center around the existing open-source component like collectd, statsd, or 
something similar.  And then, we will support either a bundled storage engine, like Graphite -  which we use - or other 
3rd party storage engines, like InfluxDB, or TSDB, or even 3rd cloud services, like Anodot. We will also retain the ability 
to output CSV to support existing scripts that are built around that interface. 
 
The next portion of we are looking to is the storage and query platform, like I said, Graphite or InfluxDB would 
probably be bundled in product, but also we maintain that compatibility with your existing solutions so that we don’t 
have a yet another black box. 
 
And then finally, we also include log analysis and visualization, either using an existing package, like Grafana, or 
possibly built around the visualization library, like ChartJS.  

2’45 4’47 4 The next part is centered around logging, one of the challenges we faced when Zimbra is growing in complexity as a 



product, and as moved from a thread-per-connection architecture is traceability of connections through different part 

of the application and within the application, so to that end we added transaction IDs for the transient connection, 

like HTTP, as well as correlation IDs for the persistent connection, like IMAP and POP.  This allows us to have 
correlation between log files, Nginx, through Jetty, through the mailbox log, as well as within those log files, once you 
have an established the connection. 
 
The next portion would be to take the raw log data and turn it into the structure format, where you can easily pull out 
identifiers, like connecting IP, without having to do string parsing. The obvious choice for  that would be a JSON, but 
through the use of different log4j formatters would be able to output structure format whether that be some 
imported from MongoDB or something like Google Protocol Buffers.  
 
This is really important not just from an event logging standpoint for administration but also for regulatory 
compliance so that we can meet the needs of customers in government, health care, or other sensitive industries. 
  
And, finally the centralize search brings all together, where rather than searching through the log individual server, 
you can search across entire cluster, for specific patterns, say message received or the number of POP connections. 

4’47 5’04 5 And that it pretty much we have today. 
 
I look forward to hearing any feedback both on series and any recommendations you have for further sessions or 
further enhancements that we can make it the product. 

 


